In spring schedules

A computer surprise
By Kyle Clark
"What in the world is this?" may be a
typical question students ask Wednesday when they buy their spring
semester schedule of classes and find a
computer-type registration form inside.
What it is is a demand data survey
form, and if enough students voluntarily fill it out, the administration
hopes to have Computer Assisted
Registration (CAR) at SJSU next fall.
See related stories on page 3.
The form has room for the student to
fill in nine classes and one alternate
course, as if he were registering for the
classes he needs in the spring semester.
But the completion of the form will
not affect his next semester
registration in any way, instead it will
give the academic departments "some
hard data on what the students really
want," said admissions and records
associate director Jack Tuthill. "and
they’ll have time to change their
programs to appease those needs,"
Tuthill, who has helped coordinate
the CAR program and survey, is optimistically expecting a 90 per cent
student participation in the survey.

"It’s a simple, process and it will bring
the students closer to the elimination of
the miserable long lines and confusion
we have now," Tuthill said.
Tuthill hopes students will see their
department advisers or a counselor
before filling in their class choices on
the survey. Then the student hands in
the survey to the registrar’s office by
Dec. 18 "and he forgets about it, he’s
through with the demand survey, we
take it from there," he said.
The forms will be fed through a
computer that will optically scan the
number two pencil marks the students
filled in. The results, which the administration hopes to have to the
departments by Jan. 7, should give
them enough information to make their
programs for the fall semester.
The purpose of CAR is to "get more
students in the classes of their choice
and to satisfy the student’s needs with
the best utilization of the academic
resources we have to offer," said
Tuthill.
If SJSU has computer registration
next fall, most of the registration will
be done by mail in June. Students will
fill out their form at home and mail or

Mock registration process
Here are the steps students participating in the demand data survey
should take:
Buy the spring schedule of classes.
Take Computer Assistance Registration (CAR) forms to a major
department adviser or the counseling and testing center and prepare a
tentative schedule for the spring semester.
Fill out CAR forms according to the classes selected. Use a Number two
pencil when filling it out.
Turn the completed forms in to the registrar’s office Tuesday, Dec. 18.

Sunday marks
closing of
gas stations
By John Horan
On the suggestion of President Nixon,
the vast majority of gas stations in the
San Jose area closed down for the first
"gasless" Sunday.
A driving survey conducted by the
Spartan Daily found only one service
station in San Jose open Sunday, on the
corner of Taylor and 10th streets.
Even those stations which were
usually open on Sundays were closed
from 9 p.m. Saturday until Monday
morning. Included in this category
were a Gulf station at 10th and Santa
Clara streets and an Arco station at the
corner of 10th and Julian streets. Both
these stations have been open on most
Sundays prior to the recent gas shortage.
Many of the stations in the city were
closed on Sunday, not so much due to
the President’s request, but because of
low gas supplies. Aggie’s Arco, located
on Fourth Street in San Jose, has been
staying closed on Sunday since May of
this year due to decreasing gasoline
and gas products.
Traffic, which is usually heavy on
Sunday, was relatively light as many
motorists apparently decided to stay
home.
See page three

bring it to the registrar’s office.
If a student cannot get a class he
wants, his alternate’s will be considered. The finished schedule will be
mailed back to him. If he is satisfied, he
will mail his fee to SJSU. There will be
no packet turn-in.
If the student is unsatisfied with his
schedule, he will get first priority at a
usual arena-type registration in the fall
the day before instruction in the fall.
His fee can be paid then. Freshmen and
late-accepted transfer students also
register at this time.
The usual registration priorities,
graduating seniors and handicapped
students first, etc., will be observed in
the mail registration.
Computer registration was tried once
before in the fall of 1969 at SJSU and
failed. Tuthill said out of 20,000 students
registered, 12,000 got everything they
wanted and 8,000 got "nothing to
everything they wanted. It was complete chaos, a complete disaster for
those 8,000," he said.
Tuthill thinks the main reason for this
failure was because it was done with a
key punch computer system, where
operators read the forms and feed the
information into the computer. With
CAR the forms will be handled
mechanically all the wap through the
process.
Sacramento State University has
been registering by the CAR process for
three semesters and according to
Tuthill "loves it, they have had a
tremendous success." He said they
have 91 per cent student satisfaction in
courses received. SJSU, which now has
65 to 70 per cent satisfaction Tuthill
said, will keep working at it "until we
reach 100 per cent satisfaction."

Harold Hicks operates computer CDC 3050

Maro Lipton
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Early semester OK
By Peggy Rudnicki
An amended early semester calendar which would start and end a spring
semester earlier than the plan originally proposed by the administration, was
approved by Academic Council yesterday afternoon.
The new recommendation, while it sets no specific dates, recommends
elimination of the six-week intersession that occured between Christmas and
spring semester under the old plan.
According to Dr. Robert Wrede, professor of mathematics and chairman of the
budget and plan committee which drew up the resolution, the earlier dates would
benefit students seeking summer employment and eliminate some of the problems
connected with veteran payments and dormitories.
Maynard Robinson, academic planner, indicated that under new guidelines sent
out by the chancellor’s office it would now be possible to start the spring semester
as early as the last week in January and end the term before the final week in May.
The old plan ended the fall term Dec. 20, and re-opened the spring semester Feb.
3; while spring semester was scheduled to end June 2.
SJSU president John H.Bunzel voiced approval of the council’s recommendation
and said he considered the elimination of a "rainy six-week break worth consideration."
The early semester calendar, designed to eliminate the so-called "lame duck"
session that occured between Christmas and finals under the old semester system,
now goes to Dr. Bunzel for final approval.
The motion requiring those hired for academic positions at SJSU be informed of
the fingerprinting and loyalty oath requirements for employment, before they
receive their letter of appointment, ( which was delayed from November’s
Academic Council meeting) was tabled again at yesterday’s meeting.
A motion to adjourn the council meeting caused the resolution, authored by Dr.
Arnold Schein of the Chemistry Department, to be delayed until the council’s Jan.
14 meeting.
Academic Council also passed a resolution condemning the 60-40 faculty
promotion policy instituted by the Chancellor’s office in the early 1950’s.
Council’s motion asked the 60-40 requirement, which states that no more than 60
per cent of all full-time faculty members be in the upper two ranks ( associate and
full professors) be "ignored in granting promotions".
The resolution re-affirms a similar motion passed by the Statewide Academic
Senate in November and said "the only basis for promotion should be merit."

Butcher supporters picket local Safeway

Maro Lipton

Butchers close food stores
By Joe Fisher and
Joyce Yamashita
San Jose Safeway and Lucky grocery
stores were closed yesterday due to a
statewide butchers’ union strike which
began after labor negotiations with food
retailers broke down Sunday.
Local butcher union strikers picketed
Lucky Store No. 44 at Sixth and Santa
Clara, and Safeway Store No. 563 at
Fifth and Julian all day. They were
joined by some of the stores’ grocery
clerks who decided to honor the strike.
The Northern California Butchers
Union, representing 10,000 butchers and
meat wrappers, ordered the walk-out at
12:01 Monday morning.
The dispute reportedly centers
around wages and management at-
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tempts to introduce new automation in
meat packaging.
An estimated 30,000 workers were
taking part in the statewide walk-out
and it was estimated as many as 120,000
might eventually be affected.
Allied unions which are participating
in the strike against 225 Safeway
markets and 125 Lucky stores are
Meatcutters, Teamsters, Retail Clerks
Association, Operating Engineers and
International
Association
of
Machinists.
Walter Howes, president of Union
Local 506, said there have been 25
meetings between his union and the
companies involved since the old
contract expired Nov. 1.

Union Local 506 has approximately
3,000 members in the San Jose, Palo
Alto, Monterey and Salinas areas and is
mostly made up of butchers and meat
wrappers.
Howes said he was under orders not
to discuss the details of the strike which
is in opposition to a new companysponsored contract.
"There are still some things on the
table we can’t agree one," he said.
The Teamster contract expired Sept.
1 and grocers have accused the union of
waiting until butcher contracts ran out
the first week of November to join in a
strike. The Food Employers Council
claims the move was a conspiracy.
See page three
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Prisons ineffective,
U.S. commission claims
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Weapons and contraband confiscated from San Quentin prisoners during six -week period.

By Jim Kelley
First of Three Parts
In the recently released four-volume report on penal institutions in the United
States, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals recommended that no new prisons be built in the United States in the next 10
years.
Claiming the present penal system is ineffectual because it rehabilitates few, the
commission recommended that the 10 year period should be used to study various
ideas and to come up with an alternative to the nation’s present prison system.
California’s own San Quentin prison has seemingly weathered many proposals of
this nature and still stands, if not quiet, solemnly by the bay in Mann County, as it
has since 1852.
Only two years ago, Governor Reagan announced that the facility, the source of
many studies, would be closed by 1974.
The governor’s proposal was to decentralize the state’s prisons by housing
convicts in smaller facilities thus eliminating the big, crowded hotbeds like San
Quentin.
Recently, the state’s prison population has increased appreciably. making the
plan unfeasible at this time. But as a possible plan of the future for California
prisons, not all within the system believe that smaller prisons make less volatile
institutions.
San Quentin’s Warden Louis S. Nelson claims all prisons experience many of the
same problems uniformly, without regard to size. San Quentin. however, seems to
experience these problem areas more severely than others.
This year 49 stabbing incidents have resulted in six deaths in San Quentin, its
worst record in the last eight years.
Only in 1971, when 14 died as a result of 46 stabbings including four on the prison
staff, has the stabbing rate been this high.
One San Quentin ex-con, a veteran of two terms at the prison, estimated that at
any given time, 95 per cent of the entire prison population is armed He added that
because of the average prisoner’s ingenuity, security efforts such as increased
searches are only a minor deterent.
He added that if any prison quadruppled the number of searches, the cons would
merely adapt to the schedule. Every con has his stash ( of weapons other articles
and the increased searches would increase the amount of articles confiscated but
not in direct proportion to the increase of searches, he explained.
See Back Page
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Editorial

Will Alviso survive alone?
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Leaders blamed for demise
1,1aCiano
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After reading some articles concerning Alviso that
have appeared in the Spartan Daily and other local
newspapers, I decided to write this letter from an
Alviso resident’s point of view.
. Prior to 1967, Alviso was in the same condition as
today. People didn’t think much about the conditions
they were in. There was a lack of interest and hope to
improve their situation. Then a group of residents who
saw the need to improve their condition, re-organized
a group which had once existed with the same objectives but which had been dissolved. This committee
went to the federal government and asked for help.
The federal government, which was the critical
situation of these people, decided to aid Alviso directly
from Washington through 0E0, HEW, and similar
agencies, to support a project exclusively for
Alvisans, in hopes of bringing a healthy environment
to this little town.
In a period of three years, this project was expanded
into what is known today as the Alviso Family Health
Center. Its restrictions to aid low income families
were enlarged to care for families residing in the
vicinity areas of Alviso, including Agnew, Fairlane,
and a portion of Sunnyvale.
At the beginning of the project, a board of directors
was elected to represent the community in decisions to
be made and needs to be met.
These board members, residents of Alviso, had
direct contact with Washington. Whenever there was a
need for funds or some type of aid, they would go to
Washington where they would hold interviews with
congressmen and representatives. And they were
always successful in achieving their objectives.
During this first three years, the center
Alviso
F’amily Health Center was visited frequently by
government officials who had heard of the
achievements of such a small community and who
admired their work. These visitors ranged from city
officials such as Mayor (Norman) Mineta, to
government officials such as the president’s
Treasurer appointee, Ramona Banuelos, and
congressmen such as Don Edwards. Lately about a
year and a half ago some Russian officials came to
visit, among them a Russian minister of health
visiting Stanford to exchange scientific ideas in heart
surgery between the two countries. Washington’s
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purpose in bringing these Russians into Alviso was
probably to prove a point about democracy, but to
Alviso residents it meant more than that.
Many newspaper articles suggest that Alvisans are
incapable of making a living some place other than
Alviso, due to their low financial and educational
situation. Well, if it is true that the financial and
educational level is lower in Alviso than in other
communities, Alviso, with this so-called lower level of
education and financial status, has done a great job
for its community and its neighbors. This proves that
Alvisans are not as ignorant nor as incapable as some
people believe.
If Alviso is falling back to, or is now back, where it
was some years ago, I blame it on a small number of
persons who claim to be the leaders of Alviso. Instead
of leading it toward a "prosperous future," they have
taken the wrong direction.
Among these persons is the president of the present
board of directors and its supporters on the board
which hold the majority rule on the board who were
elected about a year ago. These individuals, little by
little, have been taking the clinic AFHC away from
the community.
They took the privilege away from the community to
participate in the decisions of the organization which
affect Alviso economically as well as politically when:
o They cancelled the elections of November which
would replace a number of board members, elected
from the community, as it legally has been practiced
in the past.
o Changed the policies to allow professionals to hold
positions on the board which will eventually be controlled by them.
o They’ve been practicing closed meetings, thus
denying the community their right to participate in
the AFHC policy-making decisions.
As these rights are taken away, the residents begin
to lose interest, since at the end they are left with
nothing to fight with. This is why Alviso is failing in its
once prosperous future. It is not that its community is
ignorant or incapable, but that it has fallen in the
hands of individuals with negative ideas, who have
destroyed the integrity and spirit that once existed in
this little town.

Residents of the small port town of Alviso are asking
for a chance to decide their own future.
The lost that ability five years ago when San Jose,
after three unsuccessful attempts, finally absorbed
the small city through an annexation election.
Since then, residents of the sparsely populated
community have contested the legality of that election
in court because they claim illegal votes may have
been cast.
No court decision has yet been reached to determine
the validity of the election, but Alvisans fear for the
future of their community and homes if San Jose
retains control over the area.
By keeping control to themselves, many residents
plan developing Alviso through small-scale commercial shops, which would also provide jobs and
preserve the pioneer atmosphere of the town, one of
the oldest incorporated cities in California.
However, it is doubtful these small shops could
generate sufficient income to keep the town functioning if the court decision should favor deannexation; Alviso has little or no tax base on which to
build a government.
The San Jose sewage treatment plan and
surrounding lands, which presently provide the major
source of taxable income, would most likely by
removed from Alviso’s boundaries if the town is deannexed from San Jose.
Aside from leaving no taxable resources, Alvisans
claim San Jose has left incomplete many of the improvements promised to them under the original
contract between the city of San Jose and the Alviso
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Improvement Corporation, a provisional citizen-run
governing body.
The residents complain of a lack of sidewalks, poor
street lighting and unrepaired streets.
But many of the promised improvements, such as
police and fire protection, library and water service,
parks and recreation leadership were completed by
San Jose.
It is doubtful Alviso could have provided these
facilities for its residents without some financial
support.
Geological problems are another obstacle for Alviso
to overcome before de-annexation becomes feasible.
Land slippage, earthquake hazards and flooding
may make the area uninhabitable in the future, according to SJSU geologist Frank Anderson.
Some San Jose city council members have
suggested relocating the community’s 1,600 residents
over a 1.0-year period because of these unsafe land
conditions. Another suggestion is to ban future land
development in Alviso in hopes the population will
move on its own.
But if the land is too unstable to withstand the
pressure of housing or commercial development, it
seems unlikely it would be able to support San Jose’s
proposals to transform it into an industrial park or
airport.
As much as the residents want to regain control of
Alviso to avoid relocation or industrialization, they
should be certain they can provide the services they
claim San Jose has neglected.
Or more harm than good may result.
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’It’ll be the death of us’
Mark B
The Colorado River felt the
reins of man’s control."
A rather trite statement, but
none better fits man’s philosophy
of his relationship to nature.
Since Biblical times, he has
regarded nature as an adversary to
be tamed. That idea, which
traveled west with the Europeans
who colonized America, is still
very alive today.
The above quote was taken from
a
Department
of
Water
Reclamation film which promoted
the building of Glen Canyon Dam
on the Colorado River in Arizona.
The film is a classic. It will live in
the annals of man as one of the
great snow jobs of all time.
Bulldozers and steam shovels
ripped the desert soil. Periodically,
portions of the canyon exploded
sending earth, which had been
carved by centuries of weathering
and sedimentation, hundreds of
feet through the desert’s once pure
air.
The narrator, utilizing all the
subtlety of a Watergate conspirator, remarked, "and new
sounds were brought to this land of
the Navajo."
Spiced with a script like that, the

hard-hitting film depicted the
construction of the dam from start
to finish. It’s theme and the reason
behind the dam’s construction
centered on man’s use and control
of nature.
The completed dam did offer
temporary testimony of man’s
control, but eventually nature will
"triumph" by filling the dam
( damn? ) basin with silt, rendering
it useless.
What is lost in the long run is the
beauty and history of the canyon. It
can never be revived. The unique
islets and carvings of native
Indians are lost permanently, in
pursuit of a short term advantage,
and man’s superiority.
The U.S. is confronting the
energy shortage with the same
insidious attitude.
To meet our energy "needs,"
President Nixon and his energy
advisors advocate an accelerated
exploitation of the world’s limited
resource base
Their solutions include increased
oil exploration and production and
the construction of nuclear power
plants, both at the expense of the
environment.
Lost permanently will be much
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of the fragile Alaskan Tundra and
already threatened land and sea
wildlife.
More important, gone forever
will be oil supplies to meet future
needs.
President Nixon’s proposals,
based on the idea nature is here to
serve man, will sap the earth’s
productivity until it is unusable by
man.
Instead, a harmony with a
respect toward nature and the
future must be struck. Trying to
conquer nature is useless, because,
in the end, man will only conquer
himself. Permanently.

Speak out!
The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from on or off campus individuals and groups. For quick
and full publication, letters should
be typed, double-spaced on a 55space line and be limited to 10 inches, or about 350 words. The
editor reserves the right to edit for
taste, libel, space or style. The
editor also reserves the right to
cease publication on topics he feels
have been exhausted.

Point of Viet(’

Staring democracy in the face
Joe Fisher
Representatives of the Chilean
military junta are now on tour" in
this country attempting, unbelievably, to gain support for the
way of life they have imposed on
their traditionally democratic
country.
Though conflicting reports out of
Chile are common, it is indisputable that life there is
presided over by an insidious, wellplanned reign of terror dedicated
to the elimination of all opposition
to the military.
This is hardly the type of
government that warrants the
support of the American people.
But since this country stays alive
and viable and free through the
unencumbered interaction of
opposing forces, we allow that
government
of
freedom
solicitation.
We must listen to the evasive
answers of despots, we must watch
them squirm in their chairs when
democracy or socialism is mentioned. Fragile as freedom is, it
must be protected by knowledge
knowledge that there are real-life

people who can and will divest us of
that freedom if allowed to seize the
moment.
We must listen to these people,
watch them, know them and
expose them.
Let
a
Chilean
military
representative try to convince you
that bloodshed is necessary, that
freedom of the press is expendable,
that guns supercede votes. His
failure will be his testimony.
The first Bay Area appearance of
these junta spolesmen was
scheduled for the night of Nov. 12 at
obscure Menlo College in Menlo
Park. But we didn’t even get to see
them fail.
The "show" was cancelled
because, believe it or not, the
turnout of people was so overwhelming. A press release explained that the small Moore
Auditorium
could
not
accommodate everyone and they
regretted the cancellation. Now,
I’ve heard of affairs being postponed for lack of an audience but
how many standing -room -only
events are dropped?

The truth is, the crowd consisted
of upwards of 400 demonstrators
peaceful, considerate, mostly
young, and protesting, as one
placard put it, "the bloody murder
in Chile"
and the Chilean
representatives most certainly had
second thought about appearing
before such a partisan assembly.
One wonders what they expected. I
didn’t think dictators could afford
to be naive.
Moore Auditorium’s capacity is
300. There is no reason why school
officials could not have allowed at
least 300 people in and gone on with
the presentation.
It would have been a truly
beneficial experience. We would
have seen and heard some of the
flesh and blood behind oppressive
militarism and they would have
learned that no amount of
rhetorical rationalization can cloud
an American’s distinct vision of
freedom.
But oppression will always have
hard time staring democracy in
the face.

Letter: A better way
the Black culture. The latter is far
too big and broad for that
limitation. lithe two are currently
enjoined, we should work to their
separation. Equally, it is a serious
mistake to assume the White
culture is the intellectual culture.
The latter is far too bring and
broad for that limitation.
A fine scholar I know reminded
me just the other day that both
Black and White are minorities and
hence suffer from a certain
assumption of importance to which
neither is entitled. He reminded me
that his race (Oriental) was the
majority and his scholarship the
oldest and quite possibly the
broadest.
In Sparks where I was born, we
had a street culture
an odd
mixture of Mexican, Italian,Scotch,
Irish, and God knows what else. I
left it as rapidly and as totally as I
could and was pleased to find from
Perkins’ protege that, "You can’t
go home again." I don’t want to.
The world is quite possible to the
East and I suspect we local folk
had better spend more energy in
I believe it is a serious mistake to learning than in rage.
assume that the street culture IA
Edward J. Laurie

Editor:
While I read Kenneth A.
Wesson’s well-written article on
"Black culture judged by White
standards," I kept thinking of St.
Paul who said something to the
effect that, "It is better to marry
than to burn." Most male college
freshmen have been adept at
working around St. Paul’s simpleminded dichotomy. And, I believe
there are good and tangible ways
around Prof. Wesson’s more
complex dichotomy.
The professor caught using the
terms "dude" and "cat" should not
have been understood necessarily
anymore than when one of the
older faculty tells a personal
Depression joke. We all face these
difficulties in countless ways. What
is to us important is that it is the
university’s business to see that we
move from these simpler
limitations into a new culture the
culture of the intellect. This culture
is more universal than the other
two and hence could constitute a
common meeting ground.
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Facts on mock computer reg
New process for fall semester

Computer to end reg lines

John

Havens

Admission applications
drop 3,000 for 1974
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By Bruce Jewett
"If this computer registration fails," Clyde Brewer, SJSU admissions and
records director said, "it will be due to administrative, executive and student
apathy."
Brewer stressed there is "very little chance" the revived method of computer
registration will fail because of technical failure or error. lithe system succeeds
in the upcoming trial run, it will eliminate a large bulk of paper work and long
lines for students by May 1, 1974.
According to Scott Anderson, acting director of the new system, the machine to
be useda CDC 3050has been on the campus for four years. It was the same
machine used in the unsuccessful computer registration in 1969.
"The previous failure was due to a lack of commitment," Brewer said.
The machine, said Anderson, is built by Control Data Corporation, based in
Minnesota. "It can handle a tremendous amount of work, and has to be rated in
the top 25 per cent of computers as far as actual power is concerned. The
registrations would not even make a real noticeable addition to its present
workload."
Brewer, Anderson, and Associated admission and records director, Jack
Tuthill did not know the rental fee for the machine. They said it would eventually

Computer ’dry run’
met indifference

Butcher union calls for strike,
30,000 meatcutters walk-out

A spokesman said the unions were
seeking an open-ended cost-of-living
wage increase clause.
"Our problems are mainly just plain,
old money and cost of living clauses,"
he said.
But a I.ucky employee picketing store
No. 44 emphasized, "There’s no hassle
about wages. The company will Surely
give us all that is allowed under the
wage-freeze ( of 5.5 per cent.) It’s some
of the new things that we object to."
The man, who declined to give his name
but said he was the meat manager of
the store, said some of the "new things"
included a company plan to expand its
self-service meat counters which would
eliminate the need for butchers at

Vast majority of
state gas stations
closed for Sunday
From page one
The vast majority of gas stations in
California remained closed Sunday.
Only one station in Redwood City
stayed open and it was forced to close at
10 a.m. when it ran out of gas. Stations
open reported an increase of 20 to 30 per
cent over normal business.
Police reported a sharp decrease in
the number of Sunday accidents. Only
two vehicles were reported to have run
out of gas on the Golden Gate Bridge as
compared to a normal Sunday average
of more than three dozen.
Some stations have alrealy instituted
seine rationing, limiting cars to 10
gallons or less. Many other service
stations, like Aggie’s, have not yet done
so because they do not know what their
monthly gas quota will be for
December.

certain times.
"We don’t want to see any butchers
put out of work," he said.
Two strikers picketed the store in the
day and were to be relieved by other
shifts for 24 hours. A Lucky security
guard was placed on all day duty at the
parking lot but he said there had been
no trouble from the picketers at all. The
guard, Melvin Hines, said he had more
trouble from disappointed for angry
customers than the strikers.
A recorded phone message from the
Food and Drug Council in San Francisco said most retail clerks are
honoring the strike and where no
management personnel were available,
the stores have been shut down.
Ronald I.ind, Jr., a grocery clerk at
lucky Store No. 25 in Santa Clara, said
he is honoring the butchers’ strike
because, "our contract ends Dec. 31
and if they honor us, we’ll honor them."
I.ind said he was not notified of the
store’s shut-down before going to work.
According to the Local Union 508

"Two years ago," Brewer recalled, "Dr. Bunzei melt that the present system of
registration lines was too archaic. He said ’get with it,’ and within 90 days we
:-:
submitted a proposal to the Chancellor’s Office."
The computer registration the SJSU registration office hopes to launch on a dry
run tomorrow is modeled on the one functioning at Sacramento State University.
The test run will last from Dec. 5 to 18, said Anderson. During that time,
students are invited to participate by picking up next semester’s class schedules
::
at the Spartan Bookstore.
Forms for computer registration are enclosed in the schedules. Further instructions on filling out and turning in these forms will be available in the en- 0
closures.

Computer registration ’eases load’

By Mark Whitefield
operation.
While computer registration will be
"Everyone really loves the computer
Applications for admission to SJSU for fall 1974 are down from previous years, new and unfamiliar to many SJSU registration system here," said Carol
according to Clyde Brewer, director of admissions and records.
students, other schools have similar Ann Cohen, editor of the Sacramento
SJSU is down from about 28,000 applications a year in the 1968-1971 years to programs already in effective State University campus newspaper
about 27,000 last year and an expected 25,000 this year.
"There’s not the pressure to go to school now partly because there is no longer
any draft," explained Brwewer, adding that many people are now seeking
professional degrees instead of the humanities and arts.
Although SJSU is getting fewer applications, the percentage of those applying
and actually enrolling is up.
Prior to 1971, 55 per cent of the applicants were admitted and 65 per cent actually completed the files by sending their transcripts. Today, almost 80 per cent
of those accepted finish the procedure and turn in transcripts.
"We are getting less of the panic applications. Those who are applying now
The student turnout for SJSU’s "dry-run" at computerized registration may
want to come and aren’t trying to avoid the draft or something similar," said
fall short of administration expectations if a the result of a recent poll are
Brewer.
The initial filing date for all state colleges ended Friday. For those students, representative of the entire campus.
Approximately 40 students were questioned recently and asked if they planned
however, who want to transfer to another college, may still apply until Aug. 1
although the longer students wait the less their chance for admittance since there to participate in the "dry-run" that will begin tomorrow and last until Dec.18.
Most of those asked professed ignorance or outright apathy to the plan.
is a good chance their majors niay close Brewer commented.
At least one-half of those polled replied they were not participating simply
At SJSU no majors are closed for fall, but some have quotas. For instance, the
nursing program is only accepting 110 lower division applicants and 43 upper because they didn’t care to. "This is my last semester here. Why the hell should
division. The business administration marketing will accept no sophomores and I?" was a typical reply. Others claimed that the use of computers would not
change anything. Some didn’t care because it was "too much trouble."
neither will social services.
Only four students, when asked if they would join in the dry-run, replied yes.
Occupational therapy, which is offered at no other state university, is acThe dry -run is an attempt to determine if the use of a computer card system
cepting 40 first-time freshmen and 50 juniors, but no seniors or sophomores.
Students wanting to switch majors should go to the department of the major will ease the problems created by the current registration process. If successful,
the process will be used for registration for the Fall 1974 semester.
they’re trying to enter. There is nothing the admissions office can do.

From page one
Southern California management
spokesman Robert Voight said a costof-living clause in the new contract
offer set a salary increase of 11 cents an
hour.

be procured by the state university and college system.
"I suspect," Brewer said,"that it costs the school system about UP 000 a year
to rent that machine and its auxiliaries. It supports almost all of our academic
functions."
Anderson pointed out the CDC is the type most banks and large institutions use.
Brewer credited SJSU President John Bunzel for initiating the computer
registration at SJSU.

office, lucky and Safeway store
managers could not be reached for
comment.
Although Lucky stores were shut
down, I.ucky-owned grocery divisions
remained opened in Gemco stores.
Bernice Rogers, a meat wrapper at
Safeway store No. 563, claimed their
union’s major problems with the Food
Employer’s Council was that "they’re
trying to take away some of our
pension, sick leave and a
benefits
guaranteed 40 hour work week."
Richard Paul, assistant manager in
the meat department, also said retail
clerks and other Safeway employees
are supporting the butchers.
He estimated 15 to 20 employees work
in the store and they refused to cross
the picket lines.
Paul said he and other union members have no idea when the strike will
end. A striker at I.ucky’s store No. 44
agreed and said, "I hope the strike ends
soon because we’ll just have to clean up
all the .neat when it rots."

The Hornet.
The registration process, now a
reality at SSU, Computer -Assisted
Registration (CAR) is almost identical
to the one that is being tested at SJSU
this week.
According to Cohen, 93 per cent of the
students at the school got all of the
classes they wanted this semester. Last
semester, when the program was first
initiated, 89 per cent of the students got
all of their classes. Cohen said. Many of
those who didn’t get their classes had
filled out the forms incorrectly.
Departmental planners at SSU are
now given advance indication of
student desired courses from forms
students fill out. These are similar to
the ones SJSU students are being asked
to fill out this week.
The departments not only have a
better notion of which course sections
are in great demand, but can also
allocate instructor and staff time more
effectively, Cohen said.
U.C. Davis initiated a somewhat
different computer registration
program last year.
According to Dave Levy, managing

editor of the campus newspaper the
California Aggie, "people are still
complaining, but things have greatly
improved."
Students fill out two cards. On one
they list top priority classes, the things
they definitely must take for the
semester. On the other, they list some
of the courses they must have before
they graduate.
Nearly everyone gets their priority
classes, according to associate
registrar, Harvey Trace, but not
everyone gets his first choice among
the optional classes.
"The main problems we have had
have been with students filling out
cards incorrectly and listing too many
of their classes as priority. Some even
forget to fill out the necessary forms
when they drop classes," Trace said.
"We still have the age old problem of
accommodating everyone in classes
and we can’t create space where it
doesn’t exist," Trace said.
For SJSU the feasibility of computer
registration for fall, 1974, will be :
decided by the participation of students
:.:
in the dry -run test this week.

Lids on lighting, thermostats
part of trustee’s energy plea
LOS ANGELES A report on the
cutbacks in fuel and electrical power
consumption by campuses of the
California state university and college
system was given at last week’s Board
of Trustees meeting.
Campus personnel are being
requested to set thermostats no higher
than 68 degrees. Boilers on certain
campuses are in operation for shorter
periods and oxygen analyzers are being
installed on stacks of hot water
generators.
The conservation measures were in
response to Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke’s request last summer to implement successful methods of energy
savings on the state campuses.
Conservation measures include
lowered thermostats, reduced exterior
and corridor lighting, curtailed
watering and transferrance of custodial
shifts to daylight hours.
The report was presented to the
trustees’ committee on Campus
Planning, Buildings and Grounds by

Vice Chancellor Harry Harmon,
Harmon said the Chancellor’s office

will continue monitoring effectiveness
of the programs.

San Jose Job Corps
rejects representation
The staff of the San Jose Job Corps turned down a chance for representation by
the AFL-C10 during the weekend by a vote of 19 to 8.
This culminates two months of controversy at the center which included charges
by some staff members that Singer Education Systems, which operates the center,
was employing its company lawyers to supress the union movement.
Singer runs the center located at 201 S. 11th St, under a contract with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Singer currently receives $4,500 for every student it has. The government also
limits the number of students at 214 and the center is now short of that quota by
only three.
John D. Aquilano, the center director, had argued that the only way to pay
higher wages would be if the government raised one or both of these limits.
He said that strikes might pressure the corps into closing but would be ineffective in obtaining higher wages because of the government restrictions.
Staff members, mainly counsellors, receive an average wage of about $5,500 per
year. Wages, however, were not the only argued point as those favoring a union

Wide spectrum discussed

Conference examines sexuality
By Joanne Gribble
Human sexuality -- elusive, inbut
definable,
in is understood,
universally desired.
A 12-hour two-day conference on the
spectrum of human sexuality met this
weekend in the SJSU Student Union to
discuss the puzzle of sex and concluded
that most human sexual behavior fits
somewhere on a broad spectrum
ranging from exclusive heterosexuality
to exclusive homosexuality.
Sponsored by Santa Clara Valley
Planned Parenthood, the conference,
titled "Insight, ’ attempted to examine
the myths and realities surrounding
sexual laws, behavior and emotions.
The conference used films, lectures,
question -and -answer sessions and
discussion groups to seeks its goals of
promoting awareness of the variety of
human sexual experience and iden-

tifying community resources in the
area of sexual behavior.
Beginning Friday night, Dr. Harvey
Caplan of the University of California in
the
explored
Francisco,
San
heterosexual experience with two
films, "Unfolding," and "Erogenists."
Saturday morning the audience of
more than 250 learned more about the
more unusual aspects of sexual
behavior.
says
society
"Straight
’homosexuality,’ when it talks about
gays," Del Martin, co-authoress of the
book ’’lesbian -Woman.’’ asserted
during the morning panel on
homosexuality. "They don’t say it that
way when they say ’heterosexuality".
With Martin on the panel were Ron
Lee, a San Francisco psychotherapist,
and Pat Norman, also a sex counselor,
who along with several other women, is

raising her children in a communal
Lesbian household.
"People think we are Lesbians
because we can’t get men or we want to
be men," Norman said, "They never
stop to think we just prefer it that way."
The religious and historical basis for
many of California’s sex laws was
explained by Melody Matthews, a sex
education consultant and co-authoress
of a recent book on the state sex code.
According to Matthews, it is not
illegal to be a prostitute in California,
but it is to have any business. She also
pointed out that fornication, genital
sexual intercourse, between two unmarried adults, is legal, as is adultery.
But, she said, when adulterers move in
together It becomes adulterous
cohabitation, and that is illegal.
Masturbation was the topic following
Matthews, with two films, "Susan" and

"One on One," depicting the female and
male masturbatory experiences. "One
on One," a silent in eight millimeter,
was done by two San Francisco high
school boys as part of a term project. It
was later adopted by the National Sex
and Drug Forum as an educational aid.

the genital area, where paralyzed
patients often have no feeling, to other
areas, such as the side of the face.
"This process re-opens a fascinating
question," Dr. Dr. Vandervoort said,
"which is, how much of sex is in the
head?"

Following the films, Dr. Herbert
Vandervoort, director of the human
sexuality program at the U(’ Medical
Center in San Francisco, explained the
center’s unique sex counseling
program, modeled loosely after the
famed Masters and Johnson clinic in St.
Louis.

The program closed with a film on
massage, followed by another panel,
including Margaret Elke, founder of the
Massage Institute of California, and
Lorne and Rita Bay, co-founders of a
I AM Gatos body-oriented growth center,
Getting in Touch.

A sex counseling program for
paraplegics and quadriplegics is also
part of the center, Dr. Vandervoort
said. It is currently conducting
research on erotic zone transfer,
moving areas of sexual response from

The Bay and Elke discussed the
potential of massage as a sensual and
theraputic experience. Elke is
currently involved in a pilot project in
Contra Costa County where massage is
being used regularly on mentally
retarded children in a day care center.
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’Funny man’

Entertainment

Carlin’s image ’loose’

Beatles film
’a sheer rip-off’
By Kathy Rebello
Someone should have done away with "Away With Words"
long ago. Not only was it a disappointment but a sheer rip-off
at $3 and $3.50 a throw.
It was advertised as a "film much like a concert" that
would trace the birth of rock and roll, up to Beatlemania and
into "the turn-on era" of the Beatles.
Showing in Morris Dailey Auditorium, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, it was guaranteed as an "unforgettable performance." The only thing the advertisement failed to say
was that it would be a negatively, unforgettable experience.
True, for one-half of the show, one did get a glimpse of the
Beatles while listening to the allure of their music but, those
glimpses were stale and blurred to boot. To an ardent Beatles
fan, the slides that quickly flashed onto the screen, were ones
which had frequented many popular magazines and
newsreels.
Perhaps the most insulting shots were those that had been
lifted from the various Beatle movies: "Hard Days Night,"
"Help," "The Yellow Submarine" and "Let It Be." All, of
course, a little less legible than the originals.
The second half of the show was lost in Earl Jarred’s, the
film producer’s, own interpretations of what each Beetle
song meant. "Here Comes the Sun," was entrenched in
beautiful sunset scenes interspersed with silhouetted
marijuana leaves.
George Harrison’s "My Sweet Lord," had a pulsating
scene of crinkled aluminum foil followed by quick splashes of
shots akin to those in "Ben Hur." "Hey Jude" was depicted
by lovely, voluptuous, generally nude young women, all very
sex-toussled and enticing.
And, "Eleanor Rigby" was expressed with images of a
skeletel Einstein and a girl in a long, satin dress frolicking on
a cemetery decorated in the colors of Valentine’s Day.
There is always the argument about the -excellent" 360
degree sound system. But that also fell short at the price of
$3.50 and $3, especially to a poverty-ridden student.
One could just as easily have put his own Beetle records on
the stereo, or his friends’, closed his eyes, and had a much
better show.

George Carlin
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On Campus
The Joint Effort Coffeehouse will sponsor two
nights of entertainment this
week, one for the sound of a
music lover and the other for
those who "get -off" on
laughing.
Thursday night at 8,
Ballin’jack, a lively band of
guitars, saxophone, trombone, trumpet and drums
that produce a sound akin to
"mullato music," will
perform at a cost of $1 for
students and $1.50 for the
general public.
The allure of the Los
Angeles group is very much
like that of Jamaican music.

Dazzling rock harmony
leaves crowd dancing
By Terry Brinkerhoff
SAN
FRANCISCO -Dazzling rock harmony, wild
African rhythms and soulful
blues filled Winterland last
Sunday night as War,
Osibisa and Bobby Blue
Bland left a crowd of 3,500
dancing,
singing
and
laughing to themselves.
Headlining the bill was the
hard-hitting percusions and
soothing vocals of War.
Starting out slowly and
building in intensity, War
linked one song to another
adding to the audience excitement.
Sparked by the unique
voice of bass player Harold
Brown and the lead mouth
harpist’s sharp and piercing
notes, War drifted into
"Cisco Kid" and "The World
is a Ghetto," two of their five
gold records.
Bringing a foot-stomping,
hand-clapping reaction from
the crowd, War’s fleetfingered drummer and
organist increased interest
in their long but untiring
pieces.
Osibisa
Starting where most
concerts end, Bill Graham
presented Osibisa on stage
first. With hands reaching to
the heavens, Osibisa used
every possible gadget in
order to excite the crowd.
Congas, bells and whistles
backed by an exhilarating
brass section jazzed up
native rhythms while smoke
rose from props on stage.
Explaining what each song
meant, like "Ba’sa Base"
It’s real Bad) and "Kelay"
(let’s do it together, Osibisa
chanted and screamed
themselves through each
number. Harmonizing as
well as shouting, they
changed tempo from a soft
sensuous melody to a
pulsating jungle rhythm,
without loosing anything in
between.
Snarling, laughing and

By Lori Rauh
SAN CARLOS -- On
television George Carlin is
an incredibly funny man.
To witness George Carlin
on stage is to writhe in
hysterical laughter at a
character whose every word
projects his loose, down-toearth, candid being.
Such was the atmosphere
at the Circle Star theatre in
San Carlos Friday night as
Carlin frowned, smirked,
cavorted and skipped his
way into the funny bones of a
capacity crowd.
And they loved every
absurd minute of it.
Basing his "art" of humor
on his childhood, his role as
class clown
was his
-training ground." Delving
from instructions on facemaking into his Catholic
background, Carlin claimed
with grinning conviction, "I
just had to quit Catholics.
’They were after my soul.
"We are egotists. We
created God in our own
image and likeness. And if
God’s like us, look out man.
He even has a statue of an
American middle class
hypocrite on the dashboard
of his car."
With hair braided down his
back, the bearded comedian
appeared a trifle nervous.
He paused a number of times
for water, to glance at his
notes, or "because it was
time for his to take a break,"
as he casually put it.
But this unique entertainer
is one who is every bit
capable of getting away with

They move, they bounce to
the hypnotic rhythm.
Friday night, Uncle Vinty,
a story-telling, musicmaking clown, will perform
at 8, free.
Trained in children’s
theater with a musical
background as a pianist in a
rock group, he focuses on
"perverse paradies" interspersed with mellow
in use.

Playing
in SF
Butterfield and Bloomfield
Paul Butterfield’s Better
Days will headline the show
at Winterland Thursday and
Friday nights at 8. Also on
the bill are the Elvin Bishop
Band and the Michael
Bloomfield Band.
Admission for the Bill
Graham production is $4 in
advance and $4.50 at the
door.

By Jacquie Kubal
"Life is a banquet, and
most poor SOS’s are starving to death" were Auntie
Mame’s perennial words of
wisdom Friday night at the
Community Player’s nonmusical production of
"Mame."
Mame was her old
spirited, melodramatic self
in the talented hands of
actress Roberta Viscovich
and director Armand Plato.
The part required a lot of
Viscovich
energy
and
provided it. In face and
figure she was reminiscent
of Hosaland Russell who
played the movie role.
was
The
production
somewhat uneven; some
scenes provoked laughter in
the right places, other not.
The players warmed to the
play in the second half.
Comedy is more difficult to
pull off than drama, and for
a community theater, the
Saratoga players did well
indeed.
The scenes in which Mame
tried her hand as switand
chboard operator
Macy’s sales clerk were
uproarious. Also hilarious
was the scene where the
sophisticated Mame tried o
remain civil while being
feted at a backyard barbecue with tuna fish-peanut
butter hors d’ oeuvres.
Doris VanderPutten and
Chris White were great as

-The Miser"
Moliere’s comedy "The
Miser." will open Wednesday at San Francisco’s
Geary Theater as part of the
ACT’s 1973 schedule. Tickets
for the 8:30 p.m. performances on Dec 8. 14 and
29 are available at the Geary
Box office.

Sax sounds add sparkle to concert
giggling with every song,
they mixed well with the
expectations of the crowd.
Enjoying their music as
much as the audience,
Osibisa jerked and wheeled
around stage, dancing in
traditional African fashion.
When they were finished and
the crowds acceptance was
heard,
their dripping,
grinning faces glowed with
appreciation.
Osibisa can lift spirits so
high that it’s hard to
describe. Imagine frantic
African mania put to contemporary rock -jazz and
maybe one will understand
the pulsating, primitive
nature of their music.
Throwing kisses to the
screaming crowd, Osibisa
left the stage chanting and
singing with the same intensity they began with.
Bobby Blue Bland
After the smoke had
settled and bodies relaxed, it
was time for blues, and no
one can sing them better
than Bobby Blue Bland.
Expressing
the
frustrations and agonies of a
misguided love through such
pieces as "Help Me Through

The Day" and "Where Baby
Went," Bland raised himself
above a few hecklers and an
aggravating lighting
director to deliver his
message.
Shouting his deep vocals
with painful meaning, Bland
sang each word with the
knowledge of experience.
From there the blues
master grimaced, grinned
and laughed his way into the
hearts of his listeners. When
feeling really close, he
kneeled down on one knee in
an attempt to reach out and
touch the audience.

Choir to
perform
Tickets for Handel’s
"Messiah," to be performed
by the SJSU Choir, will be on
sale daily until Dec. 7 in the
music department office
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at $3
a head.
Proceeds from the concert, conducted by Dr.
Charlene Archibeque, will go
to music scholarship funds.

The
not-a -burgers.

Crosby and
Nash

ourselves: we have ring
around the earth. Thanks to
Tide-e-bowl the ocean might
be blue again. It makes it
blue so we can make it green
again."
The last half hour of
Carlin’s one and one-half
hour eloquent performance
was spent with four letter
words, their meanings and
various uses.
If anyone in the audience
was offended by four letter
certainly
they
words,
weren’t by the time Carlin’s
was
over.
rendition
Slyly yet tactfully, he
proved the inhibitions our
society has in getting upset
over words. Concluding on
the same note, "It’s when
you don’t use those four
letter words that you know

concert
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David Crosby and Graham
Nash, of Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young fame, will be
presented in concert Friday
at 8 p.m. at the San Francisco Civic Auditorium.
Tickets are $5 in advance
and $8 at the door.
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the tasteless, bigoted, uppermiddle-class couple who
Irma
entertained her.
Jackson grimaced and
mugged in fine style as their
"cutesy", horrid daughter.
Rick
Frank
was
as
Beau,
devastating
His
Mame’s husband.
Southern drawl and tall good
looks were perfect for the
part.
Clever sets and costumes
made for a professional
presentation.

Y4;i:maila.t; ’

something is wrong.
"So goodnight everybody.
And - - you. -

WATERBED SALE
10% 20%
SAVINGS
With

’Mame’ clever
in sets,costumes

"Gone with the Wind"
The
musical
stage
production of the best selling
novel "Gone With the Wind"
will play through Saturday
at the Curran Theater in San
Francisco, For ticket information, call 415-673-4400.

Marty 1-lat0000ld Mott

it. The audience shrieked in
sheer delight as he paused
with gestures that caused
tears of laughter and jot to
stroll down their cheeks.
sporadically
Jumping
from religion to race, he
"I’m
frankly
blated,
Caucasian. And I don’t like
that name. It sounds like a
shoe style."
his
Referring
to
in
White
adolescence
Harlem, New York, he
related his experiences with
Black peers. "They always
gave me a bad time about
not having a butt. That’s why
I have curvature of the
spine. Something has to stick
out back there."
And few comedians are
without political parodies.
-We’re all Nixon’s niggers
now, so nothing really
matters. There appears to be
an anal retentive quality
about our country. That’s
why Nixon is such a good
symbol. Every four years he
gets the runs. And he’s
running again."
What politics had to do
with pimples, no one knew.
But the fact is no one really
cared. The audience merely
anticipated with giggles
Carlin’s words and expressions to follow.
Reminiscing those teenage
days,
he
recalled,
"Sometimes nature would be
extra good to you and line up
three in a row."
Prolific with words, Carlin
neatly tied nature to advertising and ecology. "We
should really be ashamed of
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Sports

I call ’em
like
I see ’em

JV cagers in tournament

By Paul A. Stewart
WHEATON, OHIO - A 63-point second half and three
blocked kick-offs helped the University of Southern
California take advantage of Wheaton College, 98-0, here
yesterday before a capacity 4,568 fans and a national
television audience.
As ridiculous as it may sound, the way college football is
set up these days, this imaginary game report could be a
reality.
Specifically speaking, it is the absurd way college football
teams plan their schedules 10 and 20 years in advance, and
then make them unalterable.
The schedule maker who slated Stanford to play Penn State
and Michigan on back-to-back Saturdays this season, must
have been a masochist, or a Nittany Lion-Wolverine fan.
Chances are, however, a good Cardinal team seasons ago
was responsible for this fiasco, not discounting the Stanford
team of 1971.

Cathey Andereggen

"Otis igto,li

*****
Another prime example happened last Saturday. Notre
Dame, ranked second by one wire poll, third by another,
played that gridiron powerhouse, Miami, Fla. The Fighting
Irish edged the Hurricanes, 44-0.
I suppose for reasons of expediency or convenience, or
both, college football schedules are put together a number of
years in advance. This helps the television networks pick and
choose their games to televise, both nationally and
regionally, in seasons to come.
The obvious drawback to this is the fact that the "Might
Cornhuskers" of today may just be another Nebraska team
next season.
Besides Nebraska, another prime example of this was the
Kansas State grid teams of the mid-’60s. If you remember
those salad days of Big Eight football, Lynn Dickey late of
the Houston Oilers) led the Wildcats to bowl after bowl invitation for three years, and then the Wildcats became the
Pussycats.
*****
It would not be all that unfeasible to start scheduling opponents three to five years in advance.
This would still offer the television networks ample time to
select their "Game of the Century" every week, five instead
If 20 years in advance, and would allow those who are burdened with the task of putting together the football schedules
at colleges and universities throughout the nation, the ability
to gage their schedules to fairly equal opposition (obviously
discounting league teams).
This would prevent teams like Notre Dame from feasting
on the Army’s throughout the nation in order to up their
national standings.
I don’t know who did it, but at least here at SJSU, someone
or group of people had the foresight to leave Arizona State off
the Spartan schedule starting next season.
Darryl Rogers is building the "Spartan Machine" to a level
that, hopefully, will equal or excel the level ASU is already
on.
Until then, however, the Spartans will have to be content to
start that road up against the Utah’s and Idaho’s, while still
suffering through the Stanford’s and the Cal’s.

Grapplers grab
4th in tourney
The Spartan grapplers
wrestled to a three-way tie
for fourth place among 13
teams, in the 17th Annual
San Jose "H. Hugh Mumby"
Tournament,
Wrestling
Saturday in the Men’s Gym.
If one or more of the
wrestlers had won, the
Spartans would have moved
to third place.
California State University
at Bakersfield won the
tourney with 20 team points,
followed by Fresno State
University with 13, and San
Francisco State University
with 12.
Next came the tie between
SJSU, Humboldt State
University and Chico State
College, all with 11 points.
SJSU posted several individual stars including 126pounder Dan Kida who
wrestled seven matches to
take individual first place
honors. He totaled three pins
and four decisions.
heavyweight
In
the
division 235-pound Spartan
Donnell Jackson wrestled to
second place, losing the first
spot to 300-plus pound Bill
Van Worth from Humboldt.
Freshman surprise Rudy
Guevara at 118 pounds took
third in his division while
sophomore Rafael Meza took
fourth at the same wight.
Jim Lucas at 142 pounds

took third place on his first
wrestling outing for the
Spartans. Kerr said, "Lucas
should be a major threat
with more experience."
Oscar Trevino followed
suit by scoring a third in the
134 spot.
Kerr, noting the performance of 158-pounder
Mike Cunningham, stated
that although he didn’t place
he was much improved and
did a good job.
Kerr continued, "I was
proud of the freshman and
sophomores that wrestled
for us. It was a touch tournament, and it is hard for
younger people to walk into
something like that and do
well."
The team goes to the mats
again today against CalPoly, San Luis Obispo, at
Cal-Poly at 8 p.m. Kerr says
of his opponents, "They’re
tough, the best team we
meet."

The SJSU Rugby "B"
team cleaned up on the
muddy fields at the Stanford
University Ten-Aside Rugby
Tournament Saturday,
shutting out four opponents
in four straight matches to
win their divisional title.
The ruggers struck at U.C.
Davis 20-0, Stanford 28-0, St.
Mary’s College 17-0 and in
the final beat Hayward State
University 9-0.
Captained by forward Rich
O’Leary, the team maintains
a perfect 5-3 record for the
year.
Spartan Rich Hendrix led
in scoring with three touchdowns ( also called trys) for
the tourney.
Football star Dave Wasick
celebrated his debut as a
rugger by tackling or
otherwise maiming every
opponent in sight to again
prove he is a "wild man."
Wasick sprinted to a 70-yard
try in the St. Mary’s match.
Lanky newcomer Jay
Hummel also scored in the
St. Mary’s effort. Brad
Chaboya, playing with
shoulder injuries, and
veteran Dan Jones each
scored a try in the championship match against
Hayward State University.
Mark Osnaya also known
as "Fireplug" by his
teamates because of his
bullish appearance, and fleet
winger Alan Hamane both
scored a try in the Stanford
stomping. Halfback John
Golling muscled his way
through the Stanford pack
for yet another try.
Suprising"C’s"
The Spartan "C" team,
made mostly of newcomers,
surprised the spectators at
Stanford, playing its way to
the championship match
against a highly rated
contingent of Chico State
College alumni.
They lost to Chico to take
the runner-up spot in their
division.
In first-round action they
squeaked by a north bay
team called Starry Plow 4-0,
on a try by captain Abel

Their next home match
will be Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Men’s Gym against
State
Francisco
San
University.
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California. SJSU dominated
play in the Stanford match,
rarely allowing the Cardinals toget over the 50-yard
line, but lost when a Stanford
player scooped the ball and
ran for a 70-yard try.
Similar circumstances
plagued the Rambler’s
match. A try by Carl Ekern
and a kick by Buchanan
scored in the losing effort.
The Spartan’s first victory
came against Chico State
College, 24-10. Touchdowns
Dyke,
John
Van
by
Buchanan and two by Phil
Bertetta downed the Chico
squad. Steve Zanatell and
Buchanan converted the
extra points on separate
occasions.
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS! Jul., cc/liege age
BALLET class at Eufratia School of
Basic "technique- for
Ballet
beginning dancers Small classes
Beverly
attention
individual
EUtratia Grant. Dir 241 1300
1100. FIRST PRIZE PONG TOUR.
NAMENT It’s easy and it’s fun Tues
Nov 20 $100 Reg fee gives you 4
FREE
games.
Register
NOW!
SAGES’ 10th & San Carlos
WILLIAM TURNER, F.I3.1
agent
until 961 when he was fired for
demanding an investigation into the
bureau. will speak at SJSU on Dec
tith Student Union Ballroom. 1P.M
FREE
FLICKS"Reefer
WEDNESDAY
Madness", "Duck Soup" & Sinister
Harvest" Dec 5th Morris Dailey
Aud 2 shows 7.30 & 10 pm SO cents
Presented by A S.
MASSAGE WORKSHOP
Esalen
Style, Dec 15. 9 am 6 pnl, Sequoai
Growth Center. 1208 Martin Ave
Reservations, 288 8075
APPLICATIONS
FOR
A.S.
PROGRAM BOARD are being ac
cepted 0day, Fri
Nov 30. in the
AS Office. Student Union If you
have applied before & have not been
notified be sure & double check
"Play It Again Sam" Woody Allen
stars in a Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed in Sausalito. Friday Flicks
presents this show on Dec. 7 at
Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 Pm Only
500 coke too. I5c By A Phi 0
INTERESTED IN PLAYING ICE
HOCKEY? Contact Dave 244 5591
weekdays after 10 pm No Prev
eoper necessary
WILL TRADE: Camera
cutter See Marty

to,

cookie

Is -STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
Student Refused 25 per / en, OF i’
FOR 30 GPA OR NON SMOKER
Fur 241 8873
048 0223 Days
AUTO INSURANCE . TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
Student
Auto
ot
originators
insurance. who have been writing it
n their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No Student refused Call 289
8681 or slop by 4015 3rd St .second
floor 13rd & San Salvador I

I wally.

FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR
CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,

"A" team results
The top-ten "A" squad
opened its season with a
frustrating 6-4 loss to the
Stanford firsts, and a 10-6
loss to the Peninsula
Ramblers.
Both opponents are rated
in the top five in Northern

WW

III

CSIS

Serratos.
A Dean Roseland iry in the
second half and a Steve
Norton penalty kick on the
final play of the game gave
the Spartans a 7-4 win over
Sigma Chi in the second
round.
They went on to lose a 7-0
battle against a veteran Sea
Hawk team from Santa Cruz,
but still got into the final.

AUTOMOTIVE
EMI RIM M

U.C. Santa Cruz and U.C.
Davis. Teams vying to take
the tournament crown away
from :he Spartans include
U.C. Berkeley, U.C. Davis,
Fresno State, Hayward

Spartan rugger Tom Tull ( with ball) sets up a play while
light7shirted teamates John Van Dyke (center I and Tim
Grove hold back the impending onslaught.

Rugby team wins
in Ten -Aside tourney

111

The Spartans are still
without wrestlers at 190 and
177 pounds, which will force
them to forfeit 12 team points
before they set foot on the
Cal-Poly mat.

After defeating Sonoma
State last night, the SJSU
junior varsity basketball
team will meet the Gaels of
St. Mary’s College at 9
tonight in the second round
of Me Frosh-JV tournament
being held in the Spartan
Gym,
Spartababes,
The
defending champions of the
tournament, are led by Rick
Younge who netted a total of
54 points in Friday and
Saturday’s victories over

’67 Sunbeam Alpine, ORG. Wires.
Rack, roll bar Phone 996 1669 ’71
Honda 493 with fairing 996 1869
’67 MGIVOT, recent overhauled
engine. 4 radials Y- snOw tires, FM
stereo. 25
mpg, excel cond. 5975
form, 265 7414

FOR SALE
COSMETICS, photo
VITAMINS
finishing & lots of strange things At
bill’s College Pharmacy
Most major brands of quality stereo
components available at dealer c05,
(Offs 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periOdic specials below
dealer cost 252 7028 alter S p m
&
EQUIPMENT
wiNEMAKfloG
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
aiso moiety selection of foreign &
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N ath 2eS 72011
with
WARM YOUR COCKLERS
Dean Swift fence Sniff mg Snuff
Send name etc for free samples.
Box 2009 San
Dean Sw,ft Ltd
Francisco CA 94176
Grand
W AAAAA EDS
Opening
Special, curriptete king size waterbed
find
with pedestal frame, heater
thermostat Reg Slat now only 1,1111
Discount prices on other Waterbeds &
ilowntowil Waterbeds
AccessOries
416 W
,6 ’,Ins 787 2000
Pottery Otd
,i books turn app.
,
:adios re(ords
nousands er item, to
LOST FLEA
(Hz
map y
r open vynd
thru Son
REE park IL admission 1940 S 1st

HOURS ARRANGED!!! Work in our
or
morning,
off ice
at ternoons
evenings Complete training. No Co
penance required Telephone new and
renewal accounts. Salary. 192 3065
Budget Marketing

SIEN E ODE 13 FOAM RUBBER 41k per
: ,-. , onounr Phone 293 2954
’,SCE AN 8. CO. has some of the nicest
four comptete waterbed
’,
AC TORY DIRECT to you.
rohipiete heated Sing Site bed as lOw
as S101 Four locations
I 331 N Ist
787 7030 2 ISM W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Marl Cob’ 1001
Sara Sunnyy ie Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mehl on Blossom Hill Rd
225 6221
BLACKLIGHT POSTERS
St SO,
BLACKL1GHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT b23 95
2 FOOT SIB 95 AND 18 INCHES
SII 99, STROBE LIGHTS SI9 99. GAS
GLO BULBS b350. PATCHES 75c &
UP
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
25
STICKS 29, PIPES 51 00 L UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS 15 95 & UP.
T SHIRTS 5200 EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
BROOKS 80 E San Fernando 1 Blk
ton
SlSti Phone 2920409

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Coed
All las,l,fies for Students f9 SO s" fo
109 SO siouir 202 S 11th Phone 293
tele
ROOMS ACROSS
THE
CAMPUS.
Boys 468 S 6th 5! & 99 S 9th from
560 snared or S79 pot Girls 162 S
113th from $65 ma
Utilities PO
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after A pm or call 795 8514
SAN
FERNANDO
HOUSE Well
located for serious students
linen serv
Color Tv Kitchen,
Parking 6930 to 8900 737 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES. 7 Bdrrn $155 ,no
New carpet. swimming pool, air
cony
free parking & private
balcony Perfect choic; St S 19t6
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3967

maid &

CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track, 8 track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
possible The Arkade. 248 S. Isl.
downtown S

MEN Larne, cheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpel, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St
LA DONNA APTS 1 bedroom apts
turn $130 unfurn SIM w w new
carpets Quiet, near campus 285
Oh St Cali Ben. 788 83830, John 356
5708
GARDEN STUDIOS: SI09 IS S119
Four pools
Laundry, off street
parking 1319 Sunny CI Walk. Bike
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 1700

ST GEORGE ELECTRIC GUITAR
w.int case. 525 Call Ron 292 2863
wei,k thghts

HELP WANTED

PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
APARTMENTS. 2 bedroom $135. 3
bedroom 5165 628 S 10th St 295-5144

MEN el WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
soft drink routes
cream. candy
Arrange a work schedule corn
Parable with class schedule 30 to SO
Per cent core, Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 297 4228

LARGE

1

BEDROOM IN HOUSE. $IMI m0
kitchen priv . color to. Call Are 923
9373

"Play It Again Sam" Woody Allen
stars in Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed in Sausalito. Friday Flicks
presents this show On Dec. 7 at
Morris Dailey Aud 7 & 10 pm Only
500 Coke ton, 15c By A Phi 0

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED TYPING
Terns Papers. Thesis, etc
dable Mrs. Allen 294 1313

STUDENT TYPING 65 ceols per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869

WILLOW GLEN WEST APTS. Would
beatific quiet place to live & study
Swimming Pool. saunas, rec room.
All the
Pleasant spacious Rends
modern features. 2, 3 bedrrn
townhouses starting SITS 10 min
Horn campus 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave , at Old Almaden Rd 266 1474
RUSTIC WILLOW GLEN COTTAGE,
quiet area, garden atmosphere,
furnished Inc
. females only
275 0110
ROOMMATE WANTED
Mate or
female Valley West., 101 and Tully
Olympic poor and tennis
Road
court131,2e5
o"3
8
,n1cCalt Tom Horsley. 779

ALL KINDS OF TYPING my home.
narrative &statistical: theses, study
guides. etc Reasonable 2669121
PISCEAN A CO. comes they with
to speed
isicvcie
complete
specialists) parts sales & service at
student prices
nearby
Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean.
Bridgestone
Regina
Ross.
Mossberg Magneet 331 N 1St 787
7030
ASTROLOGY. A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted
Expert
work at a roasonable price 2886226
TYPING: Reasonable. experienced S.
fast IBM Selectyc with s,,b0Iss
tont for technical typing No Wing
Call 763 7730

2 40
290

IBM Near campus 2874395

I.E.M
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selec tric . 867 2389 Eves
"Play It Again Sam" Woody Allen
stars in a Humphrey Bogart role.
Filmed in Sausalito Friday Flicks
presents this show on Dec. 7 at
Morris Dailey Aud 7 & 10 pm only
500 Coke too. 1Sc By A Phi 0

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Reports
Master’s
137 Escobar
Marianne Tamberg
Ave Telephone 356 4/48 Los Gatos.
FRAMING: Custom, creative, per
swat, unique Call 3266613 Ms R
Frederick
PANDA LODGE BOOK STORE 72 E
San Fernando S J Open 125 Mon
Sat 12 7 Wed Specialize in books on
China. Third World, Minorities in
U S. handicrafts from Mainland
China
ACCURATE,
TYPING.
FAST.
ELECTRIC. CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 oo pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS
curate and dependable
Emmerich

749 24164

Fast. ac
Mrs

Alice

Santa Clara

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
flights all year round CONTACT
ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd Apt.
No 4 L A Calif 90019 TEL
1213/
826 5669 or 17141 287 3010
FLYING SCION? Well "It pays to be
Your TWA
young with TWA’
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 1225 7162/ can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
Take up to 24 months to pay With a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 for informatton after
500 Fer reservations call 2956600
Or your local travel agent
FLIGHTS TO MEXICOMaratlan
S249 inclusive 8 days? nights Inc!
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach plus extras Puerto Vallarta
$259 inclusive 8 days 7 nights Incl,
round trip air fare, hotel on beach
full do, cruise to Yelapa, plus ex
fras Xmas package 1215, 12 22. 11.
17 Call after 5pin 2744613. Richard
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
ohth
annual
on regimented
student programs 13 wks Europe I
6 wks Europe
wks Israel Europe
Contact Barbara NeVinS, Student
ServiCeS West. Inc 16081 Tar 8210
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SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175
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WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE Typing, editing Call
277 3993

RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery. free Service Call Esche’s
251 7598

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photogcaphy
for LOWEST Bay area rates 588
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
sirdeS
BRIDE
KEEPS
ALL
Extra full color 8 X
NEGATIVES
St 25 each
Staff
of
70
10’s
photographers
Make
an
MO
pointrnent See Our Samples
’nen
decide Op, ever5 evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
752 1161

ar AV IM

2 OC

Electric
Depen

1 2 DORM. APTS. Quiet, shag
Prof married or
carpets Large
grad students $36 S 8th No 9 295

Clas.ifiwi Rates

BARGAiNS

PERSONALS

WESTERN
RIDING
LESSONS,
horses prodded, for information call
298 3293.

NICE ROOM Clean 8, comfortable
Garage, near bus Share TV. phOne.
,kit.
9 c 39
h 263 bath S6S rh o plus srn dep

Flower packer wanted’ part time, will
Hain Can John 745 8100

50

&

SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and companion
A sincere
female offered FREE RENT in
exchange for kindness 298 2308

MASSEUSES WANTED. work yOur
cow hours, full Or part time, we will
train
Tropical Health Salon. 40919
Fremont Blvd . 657 7262

J...
$1 SO

5125

LOST: 12 wk Old black Lan puppy lost
on Nov 26. near 15th & San Fer
nand., REWARD for his return. Call
287 6381

HUGE 1 1 2 BORM APTS.
New
carpets ’ block from campus 439
111h St Call 9981619
I

PART TIME INSIDE SALES, College
area
70 to 30 hours per week In
cluding Saturdays Appearance irn
Portant (shirt & ’mei excellent op
Pot tunity for Business or Advertising
Maior Phone for appointment Ray
Wood,. Or Ken Jessup, Kennedv
Business Machines 286 2610

Apt

Ph

ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS
TRAINEE, 3 to S hrs. daily (hrs.
tiexible1 Cheerful, energetic young
man with office experience or
education in Bus Adm. to work in
Ohre of male, meat firm Some
typino 3040 wpm record keeping. &
supervisory ability, 52S0 per hour
start 298 49110 Mrs Gray
LARGE CORPORATION with local
branch office in Si near campus
needs two young men or women to
work
PT
Good telephone voice
needed $2 to 54 hr Call Mr Johnson
2168111 or 9960667

1 P. 2 Bdrm

Quiet
155
’2 block from State
complex, W W carpets, built in
Married
electric
kitchens, pool
466
S.
5th
7860944
couples only.
No 1

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia,
Europe, S America Africa Students
all protessionS and occupations 5700
to 53000 monthly Expenses paid,
overtime. sightseeing. Free in
formation Write TRANS WORLD
RESEARCH DEPT Al PO Box
603. Corte Madera, CA 94925

! lines

LOST & FOUND

HOUSING

YIN YANG WATERBEDS
Special
student discount with purchase of 2 or
more waterbeds 2331 So 7th St 9913
5660. 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd 998
Campbell
3000 24 E Campbell Ave
378 1040

FOR RENT: 7 bdrm prlly turn hse
TO S Yo, Nen rugs, grapes, piano
Prete, couple or staff Call 292 7247.
2 FURN. BED IN HOUSE, tat 5125. I
at SW ’no lo Los Altos. call Ann
968 1776
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Half German, half Japanese

Spartaguide

Student looks for identity
By Debbie Tennison
i Editor’s note: This Is the
fifth in a series of six articles
on SJSU foreign students).

when I say I’m from Japan
and half German, I’m not as
accepted," she said.
Japanese Claiming
are
very
Americans

Ingrid Meibergen is a
woman without a country.
Half German and half
Japanese. the 19 -year-old
Jewish foreign student is still
searching out her identity.
Although she lived in
Japan all her life before
coming to California last
year to study journalism at
SJSU, and she looks more
Japanese than German,
Meibergen said she wasn’t
accepted in Japan.
"I was treated like a
foreigner there since I don’t
look pure Japanese and
hardly ever spoke Japanese
in Japan," she stated.
She spoke without an
accent as she explained how
her German father had
always spoken English to her
at home. And she had always
attended international
schools in Japan where
English was taught.
Only on college
Since there was only one
international college in
Japan and Meibergen said
she wanted to get away from
home and study abroad, she
came to America in 1972.
However, coming here did
not solve her identity crisis
since she couldn’t relate to
Americans. Her Japanese
half became more dominant
as she made friends with
other Japanese and began
using the Japanese language
more.
According to Meibergen,
Americans accepted her as
long as they thought she was
"But
Japanese-American.

"cliquish," she stated, "It’s
hard to get close to them
since they try to forget
where their parents come
from and the Japanese
culture."
Meibergen said she also
finds it hard to get close to
other Americans since
"many are insensitive to
me."
She related an experience
when she lived with some
other women: "I was
cooking and eating with my
roommates and couldn’t
take the heavy foods so
decided to buy my own. I
offered some of my food to
them, but they didn’t offer
theirs to me."
She explained she feels a
lot more about little things
like that, but added that she
doesn’t want to generalize
about Americans in a
negative way, "since some
have been nice to me."
In Japan, she continued,
"people are more sensitive.
If you ask a carpenter to
come to your house to fix
something, you offer him tea
or food if he’s there at meal
time."
Speculating on where she
would like to live after
finishing school, Meibergen
said, "It would be easier to
live here because of the cost
and nice houses, but I would
miss the Japanese people.
"It’s scary and lonely here
to walk for miles and miles
and not see anyone, although
Japan has the other extreme
and is too crowded."

News Briefs
iimpiled from the

Associated

Press

Boyle loses appeal
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court yesterday refused to
hear the appeal by former United Mine Workers President
W. A. "Tony" Boyle of his conviction for illegally contributing union funds to political candidates.
With only Justice William Douglas dissenting, the court
declined to review Boyle’s case. Boyle, who was defeated last
year in a court-ordered election, was convicted of donating
949,250 in union funds to candidates for federal political offices. He was sentenced to five years in prison.
Boyle is currently under a Pennsylvania charge of murder
in the deaths of Joseph Yablonski, Boyle’s rival for UMW
president, and Yablonski’s wife and daughter.

State to lay off employees
SACRAMENTO - Between 750 and 2,000 employees will be
laid off in the California Department of Transportation due to
the energy crisis and reduced highway funding, the Reagan
administration announced yesterday.
A department spokesman said its staff would be cut back
by as many as 3,500 jobs, with 1,500 eliminated through attrition and about 2,000 through layoffs. The job cuts will begin
in May.
The spokesman added that reduced federal funding of the
state’s highway program could mean a reduction of $250
million from the highway budget.

Energy adviser resigns
WASHINGTON - President Nixon’s chief energy advisor,
John Love, and his deputy, Charles DiBona, resigned
yesterday in anticipation of an official announcement handing the power over energy issues to someone else, according
to informed sources.
At a regular news briefing. White House spokesman Gerald
Warren said in response to questions that Love, former
governor of Colorado. was still the chief energy adviser, but
declined to discuss whether Love had resigned.

She said she is considering
living in Germany since her
parents may move there to
escape Japan’s high cost of
living. Meat is seven times
as expensive in Japan, with
steaks priced as high as $20.
And shortages of energy
and other supplies are being
felt in Japan as much or
more than in other places.
The shortage of toilet paper
is so severe that only one roll
of toilet paper is sold per
person now, she said.
She added in a serious

tone, "I’m going to send
some toilet paper to my
family for Christmas."
Meibergen advises people
planning a trip to Japan to
bring a roll with them:
Future uncertain
Explaining her dilemma of
where to return after
the
college,
finishing
sophomore said if she went
to Germany, she would have
to learn the culture there.
Since she has been a German
citizen since birth, she would
need a visa to go to Japan.

She said the visa was a
problem for her in Japan
when she forget to renew it
at the end of the three-year
period and almost got sent
back to Germany.
Dispelling a belief she said
is common in America, she
explained, "It’s not true that
Japanese women are so good
at massage.
Japanese
massage parlors are different than those in
America.
Japanese
"Although
people are much more crafty

wade Howell

Foreign student Ingrid Meibergen

’Prisons don’t rehabilitate’
From page one
Warden Nelson, however,
didn’t think the ex-con’s
statistics were quite accurate. Nelson stated that
San Quentin’s prisoner
searching
policies
effectively check 95 per cent of
the prisoner population daily
which would mean that only
five per cent of the
population could be armed at
any given time.
Prison stabbing incidents
usually don’t involve the
guards.
As the
1971
statistics point out, only
seven per cent involved the
administrative personnel in
fatal cases.
"Inmates are not afraid of
the staff because we’re
bound by the law," Nelson
said.
When asked to estimate
the percentages of common
causes ot the incidents, one
San Quentin ex-con attributed 60 per cent to
gambling related incidents,
30 per cent prompted by
"punks" and 10 per cent to
organized crime.
Gambling debts include
dope debts although the excon doesn’t feel dope debts
are a significant amount of
the entire gambling debt.
Although most of these
gambling debts can be linked

to dominoes used as playing
cards, removing them from
the institutions would apparently not ease the
situation.
"If you took the dominoes
away from the prisoners
they would just find
something else to bet on,
even seagulls, if that was all
that was left," states
Anthony C. Smity, district
administrator of the State of
California
Parole and
Community Services in San
Jose.
Stabbings incited by
"punks,"an estimated 30 per
cent,
also
include
homosexual elements. Most
ex-cons and prison officials
interviewed declined to
estimate how many of these
stabbings were related to
homosexuality. All agreed it
is possible for an inmate to
remain straight in the

California prison system if
the inmate so desires.
Because of the recent
increase in the state’s total
prison population, San
Quenton now employs double
cell occupancy, but not for
the entire prison population.
The double cell occupancy
program in San Quentin is a
volunteer program only and
is
not
primarily
a
homosexual vehicle, acNelson.
to
cording
Homosexual -related incidon’t
seem
dents, however,
to cause the amount of
problems that are generated
by organized crime.
But the ex-con estimated
that 10 per cent of the
stabbing incidents at San
Quentin are attributable to
organized crime seems to
indicate that it is still apparent in prisms today as it
has been in the past.
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ROOK TALK: by Richard Ingraham.
boology, who will review "Man and Woman.
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BIOIMGY SEMINAR al I an p.m
WEDNESDAY CINEMA presents "Duck
Soup," ’ Reefer Madness" and "Sinister
Harvest" at 7 W pm and 10 p.m in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Admission is 50 cents
SLIDE PRESENTATION by Lee Walton,
men’s physical education, who will discuss
the removal of depth charges from the
sunken Sankisan Macau and the Trunk
Lagoon of Micronesia at 12’30 pm a, WPE
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CONCERT: The SJSU Concert Hand will
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with their hands than
Japanese
Americans.
massage is not connected
as some
sex
and
with love
people think. It is an accepted thing and is performed on family members
who have aching muscles."
She also stressed that
some Japanese are much
more Westernized than
who
Japanese-Americans
are brought up by their
parents to cling to old
Japanese beliefs.
According to Meibergen,
the old ideas that the man is
head of the house and that
Japanese people should
marry other Japanese are
with
replaced
being
Westernized ideas in Japan.
"But Japanese-Americans
are harder to convince of
these Western ideas than are
Japanese," she added.
Men spoiled
In the past, Meibergen
said, Japanese women
spoiled their men. Western
men get disappointed when
they find that Japanese
women don’t do this as much
now.
One thing that hasn’t
changed in Japan, however,
is that people there are not
as open about their feelings
as
Americans
are,
Meibergen explained.
"I could never say to my
roommates: ’I don’t like
this," she said to give an
example.
In respect to Japanese
dating, she said although
today’s women don’t feel
inhibited about calling men
to ask them out, her
European
background
prevents her from doing this.
Asked in what other ways
she feels she is influenced by
her German heritage,
Meibergen said there are
many but, "I’m just at the
point now of finding out
whether I’m German or
Japanese."
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The National Guard
Needs Returning Vets
Both Men and Women
Give us a piece of your mind. You have the expertise.
We have the equipment. Together we can keep the
ARMY GUARD on a par with the active forces. Your
active duty experiernce will be invaluable for training
and directing other
ARMY GUARD
members. You can
make us more effective
by keeping us
up to date.

ARMY

NATIONAL
GUARD

SAN JOSE’S NATIONAL GUARD
251 W. Hedding St.
San Jose, Calif.
Phone 298-1159
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FREE
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$40.00

Imagine a beautiful wall size Nat.
ural Outdoor Portrait. The colors
are rich and the feeling is real
it is a work of art. And it is well
worth the $136.00 it normally
costs.
But for a limited time,
Petersen & Bishop Photography
offers a special on this large 16"e
16" wall portrait. Now for only
$60.00 you can have an environmental color portrait made of you

Every Thursday
with Bacon & Hash Browns
Reg. 1.40

There are no adCapture the Christ.
like never before.
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PEANUT’S
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HOURS
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ALL SIZES
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Mit liSDAY
SPEAKER Former FBI agent William
Turner will speak at 2 pm in the St
Ballroom
!LISU OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR Hans
(;uth will be honored elan open reception It
I 30 pm on the S C Pnounhum room No
admission

TODAY
FILM. ."rtie Oxbow Incident" will be shown
at 1 pm in Morris Daily Auditorium Nu
admission price
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT Seminar
in MI 815 at 3 15 pm
SPEAKER. Gail Fullerton. dean of
graduate students, will speak an The Hard
Choices of Freedom" al noon in the Faculty
Cafeteria room A
BLACK PREMEDICAL lite meets at
7 W pci in the Black Studies Building

Not served for this price after 12:00 AM

